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This is not a consumer advertisement. 
It is intended for professional financial advisers and 
should not be relied upon by private customers or  
any other persons.
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QJane Hanlon is Mortgage Club Manager at 
Advise Wise. Having previously been at the 
Premier Equity Release Club, she’s also a former 
adviser. Jane shares her views on how advisers 
can overcome myths, generate new leads and 
build local connections to make their lifetime  
mortgage pipeline flourish.

A My first experience of  
equity release was back in  
the 1980s, where I worked as  

an Assistant Manager at the Cheltenham  
and Gloucester Building Society. I then 
moved to the Bank of Scotland where 
I worked as a Business Development 
Manager for many years. Watching the 
industry evolve made me realise I wanted  
to help people make more informed 
decisions about their finances. So I went on 
to qualify as an adviser in 2009 and set up 
the Premier Equity Release Club in 2014.

In 2020 I joined Advise Wise. I run the  
Advise Wise Mortgage Club and focus  
on the helpdesk and placement service.

A The club helps advisers expand 
their knowledge to offer expert 
recommendations and better 

opportunities to their clients. In turn, 
advisers can educate their clients about 
lifetime mortgages. This improves 
perceptions of the products and helps  
the market to grow. 

As advisers grow their business, the club 
grows too. Every equity release case is 
different, and for every case there’s a 
reason why you’d place it with a specific 
lender. For the adviser who doesn’t write 
this business regularly, the club offers 
great support. We can say which lenders’ 
products will work for a client, and which 
ones won’t. The market is continuing to 
evolve, and the more confident advisers 
become with equity release products, the 
better client outcomes they’ll achieve.

Tell us a bit about  
your background

What attracted you to 
working with Advise  
Wise Mortgage Club?

“Watching the industry 
evolve made me realise 
I wanted to help people 
make more informed 
decisions about their 
finances”
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Property wealth continues to play a key role in retirement 
planning. Despite economic disruption, equity release 
lending remained resilient; reaching £3.89bn last year. 
As people seek trust and confidence to repair damage 
caused by the pandemic, a focus on ‘local’ has taken hold. 
This makes it an exciting time for advisers to explore new 
opportunities in the later life lending market. 



“Increased affordability 
and flexible product 
features have improved 
the credibility of lifetime 
mortgages”
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Several new advisers are entering 
this market daily. Not a day goes  
by without us receiving a call from 

a new adviser who’s starting out. It’s positive 
to see so many new advisers are embracing 
the concept of lifetime mortgages. 

The most noticeable numbers are from 
wealth fund managers. They can use  
lifetime mortgages alongside pensions  
and investments for inheritance tax  
planning. These cases usually involve  
bigger properties, which means releasing 
larger loans on a lump sum basis.

It’s important to remember that if your client 
gifts the money away, the recipient may have 
to pay inheritance tax in the future. 

Many new advisers entering the market are 
already involved in financial services. This 
includes mortgage advisers, who will already 
have an existing client bank they can offer 
new services to. As they do not specialise in 
equity release, they can take a more holistic 
approach to financial planning. This includes 
considering alternative products, such as 
Retirement Interest Only (RIO) mortgages. 

In years gone by, the interest on lifetime 
mortgages would double every 10 years.  
But with many product interest rates  
now below 4% and fixed for life, it would  
take 17+ years for the debt to double*. 
Increased affordability and flexible product 
features have improved the credibility of 
lifetime mortgages. 

It’s the most asked question in this 
sector! Buying leads can be a good 
way for new advisers to gain new 

business. However, the preferred model is to 
self-generate leads through referrals. These 
remain a lucrative option for both sides. The 
referrer partners their client with a specialist 
adviser who knows the market. The adviser 
receiving the referral collects a warm lead 
from an engaged client who already trusts 
them. This means advisers can avoid 
spending time sourcing leads and focus  
on their core role. 

Once advisers gain experience, they’ll build  
a database of lifetime mortgage clients. 
These clients can then be periodically 
reviewed for remortgaging cases. Doing  
this could help clients gain access to better 
interest rates or new product features. This 
is becoming increasingly relevant, as new 
product innovations may be better tailored 
to client’s evolving needs.

What has changed  
with advisers entering  
this market?

What’s the best  
way for new advisers  
coming into the market  
to source leads? 

This has helped clients feel comfortable 
with the concept of refinancing in retirement. 
Taking a lifetime mortgage however is a 
long-term decision, and there may be cheaper 
ways for your client to borrow.

*Based on fixed rate of 3.99%  
on £100,000 loan
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2020 became the year of ‘local’, 
and we saw a greater sense of 
community spirit despite the social 

distancing guidelines. Since the pandemic, 
many families are wanting to live closer 
together. At the club, we’ve seen parents 
upsizing to more expensive areas to be 
near their loved ones. Purchase business is 
therefore becoming increasingly important. 
Having referrals in place with local estate 
agents could prove invaluable. Many 
branches won’t have an equity release-
qualified adviser in house, but they will have 
clients who could benefit from the product. 
This provides a great synergy between the 
two businesses. 

Tapping into clients wanting to speak to 
a local expert could also generate new 
business. This could come from solicitors, 
accountants or debt advice companies 
to name a few. Soft advertising in parish 
magazines, town papers, or even on the radio 
can also increase people’s awareness of local 
services. Don’t be afraid to try something 
different, it often only takes one client to 
make it a success. And remember, it’s not 
just about getting clients immediately, it’s 
about building your brand too. It’s amazing 
how many clients keep your details  
and engage weeks, months or even years 
after their first case with you. 

There has never been a better time to enter 
this market. It is full of people in later life 
demanding more from their retirement.

My prediction is 2021 will be a 
record year! The local community 
would welcome the spend as 

they try to repair the damage caused by the 
pandemic. I also predict the older generation 
with large assets at their disposal will be the 
biggest spenders of 2021. After a year full 
of uncertainty, people can’t wait to get back 
to normality and start enjoying life as they 
used to. 

We’re also adopting new ways of 
communicating with clients – including via 
social media, texts and emails. Technology 
is now an important part of the way we work 
and continuing to embrace it will create 
better client experiences in the future.

The industry is well-equipped to support 
the development of advisers in this market. 
There is plenty of content available, such as 
marketing toolkits and resources to expand 
their knowledge of lenders. I’m looking 
forward to helping advisers continue to  
build their lifetime mortgage business.

What local connections 
could drive new business 
for advisers?

Any final thoughts 
on where the lifetime 
mortgage business is 
heading in future?

Since the pandemic, many families 
are wanting to live closer together... 
we’ve seen parents upsizing to  
more expensive areas to be near  
their loved ones

“Technology is now an 
important part of the way 
we work and continuing 
to embrace it will create 
better client experiences 
in the future”
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Do you have a question
about lifetime mortgages? 

Useful links:
Getting started with lifetime mortgages: 
www.legalandgeneral.com/adviser/getting-started

Our lifetime mortgage products: 
www.legalandgeneral.com/adviser/LTM

We can help. 
We’re committed to helping advisers understand the role that lifetime mortgages can 
play in helping clients achieve their financial objectives and a more colourful retirement. 
Find out more about our lifetime mortgages and becoming equity release-qualified to 
help your clients.

Get in touch:
Mortgage Brokers:
Marie Catch, Head of Mortgage Broker Sales

07738 696121 
marie.catch@landg.com

Wealth Advisers:
Rob Miles, Head of Adviser Sales

07979 534637
rob.miles@landg.com

Call charges will vary. If you’re contacting us by email please remember not to send any personal,  
financial or banking information – email is not a secure method of communication.
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